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Measurements:  
 

Thick Very Vanilla:             5 ½” x 11” scored at 1 ¼”, 4”, and 6 ¾”; ¾” x 11”, scrap
Dapper Denim:                    2 ¼” x 2 ¼”
Gold Foil Paper:                  scrap for punching
Designer Series Paper:        Gold/Denim stripe: 1” x 5 ¼”, Gold/Vanilla: 2 ½” x 5 ¼”, and
Denim/Vanilla: 4” x 5 ¼”

 
 
 
Instructions:
 

Accordion fold the scored piece of Thick Very Vanilla and crease well on the score lines with the
bone folder.
Adhere the designer paper to the folded sections of the card.
Stamp the inside greeting in Dapper Denim ink. 
On the scrap of vanilla, stamp “thank you” and the embellishment stamp in Dapper Denim ink.
Punch out the “thank you” with the 1” circle punch
Using the Easter Medallions Thinlets Dies, cut out the 2 ¼” x 2 ¼” piece of Dapper Denim.  Use
the bone folder to lift and curl the interior cut out petal areas.
With the 1 ¼” Circle punch, punch out a Gold Foil circle.
Adhere the gold circle to the Dapper Denim diecut with SNAIL adhesive.
Use a dimensional to adhere the “thank you” circle to the gold circle.

Belly Band: Wrap the ¾” x 11” piece of cardstock somewhat loosely around the card (it should
not be so tight that it can’t be easily removed), crease on the folds. Use a piece of Tear and
Tape to adhere the ends of the belly band to one another. Slide it on to the card to keep the
card closed.
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Use a dimensional to adhere the diecut to the belly band.
Write a note inside and give this card to a friend to brighten their day! 

 
Supplies:
 

Stamp Sets: Eastern Beauty (143675)
Card Stock: Thick Very Vanilla (144237), Eastern Palace Cardstock Pack - Dapper Denim
(100730)
Stamp Pads: Dapper Denim (141394)
Misc.:  Eastern Medallions Thinlits Dies (143725), Big Shot (143263), Eastern Palace Specialty
Designer Series Paper (144147), 1” Circle Punch (119868), 1 ¼” Circle Punch (119861), Gold Foil
Paper (132622), SNAIL Adhesive (104332), Dimensionals (104430), Tear & Tape (138995), Bone
Folder (102300)
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